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INTERVIEW

Gupta Vinay
Brahmanand,

CFA

Associate Vice President
Copal Partners, Gurgaon

Tell us something about yourself and your family.
I am a 29-year-old Equity analyst working for Copal
Partners, a leading financial research firm based in
Gurgaon. Prior to that, I worked for HDFC Bank
as a Credit analyst. I am a CFA Charter-holder
(Gold Medalist for 2003) and also hold an MBA
from IBS, Hyderabad. My wife is an IT
professional. My parents reside in Ahmedabad
and own a logistics and investment business.

What have been your greatest
accomplishments?
I have established my career in the field of
research at a young age by rising through the
ranks to become an Associate Vice President
- driven by my perseverance, relentless
commitment and intellect. Further, I have
worked on various challenging assignments
during my professional career, which have
led to business growth. As a result, I have
earned immense respect from my friends
and colleagues and have made my family
proud, which is my greatest
accomplishment.

What is success according to you?
For me success is not merely becoming
wealthy or taking your career to the
top. But it is a state where the person
continually broadens his horizon
through new learning and experiences,
and yet achieves a perfect balance
between his both personal and
professional life.

Can you share with us your mantra
for success?
The Charter

Hard work and smart work
leads to Success
December 2009  4

While hard work is a pre-requisite to be
successful, only a smart worker can
really push his limits and manage large
tasks under pressing timelines and other
constraints. In my view, a person needs to
constantly reinvent himself and,in the
process, experiment or find new ways to
evolve and enhance his productivity. As
such, only a perfect mix of hard work and
smart work could ensure lasting success
in life.

How do you balance work and
family?
I believe if you don’t have time for family,
you are missing all the happiness in life.
The financial sector is infamous for its
long working hours. So, balancing work
and family is indeed very important.
Since my wife is also working, she
understands the work pressure very well
and we both have reserved weekends
for family time exclusively. Also, we keep
taking a short holiday so that we can
spend quality time together. Further,
time management is also very important
to maintain a balance. For example, if I
have a late night delivery or call, I come
home to have some family time and then
work from home. Here, I would also like
to add that today’s organizations are
also very sensitive to the personal needs
of their employees and are pretty
flexible. So we are able to manage work
and time better as per our requirements,
without affecting our work.

What are your hobbies and leisure
pursuits?
My leisure time on weekends and
holidays is the most cherished time since
it helps me rejuvenate. I am an avid
collector of music albums and love
watching movies of all genres. Further, I
love to travel and savor the regional and
international cuisines.

?

How has the CFA qualification
helped in enhancing your career?
CFA qualification opens up a large range
of job opportunities including research
firms, mutual funds, banks, hedge funds,
insurance companies and consultancies.
A CFA is conversant with the valuation
and corporate finance concepts, which
makes him much sought after. Speaking
for myself, this qualification gave my
career a good start and has helped me to
achieve my goal. Further, CFA is a plus in
earning credibility in the eyes of the
employer, as well as the end client.

Your advice to fellow CFAs
embarking upon a career in the
financial sector.
While CFA curriculum is comprehensive
to make a candidate extremely strong in
financial concepts, it is immensely
important that a CFA remains updated
with recent events and understands their
impact as it could have potent effect on
the analysis. Moreover, he should build
strong communication skills (both
written and verbal) and interpersonal
abilities, as without them it is extremely
difficult to build a successful finance
career.

n

Applying for a mortgage loan from
Finance Factors is fast and easy.
Use E-Z Express to apply on-line
and your application could be
approved in minutes!

n

The International Management
School in Delhi was set up in
collaboration
with
the
International
Management
School, Geneva.

n

A growth rate of 3% has been
termed as ‘Hindu rate of growth’
by Prof. Raj Krishna.

n

Visible balance is the difference
between a country’s income and
its expenditure on goods.

n

The top ten tourist destinations
France, Spain, USA, Italy, China,
UK, Austria, Mexico, Germany
and Canada account for 49.6% of
all tourist arrivals worldwide.

n

Honeywell created the world’s
first autopilot.

n

IBM was incorporated in 1911 as
the
Computing-TabulatingRecording Company.

n

The brand name Dabur is derived
from’da’ for daktar or doctor and
‘bur’ from Burman

n

After the 11 September tragedy,
Ford cancelled a print ad for its
Lincoln model, which featured a
romantic cityscape of New York,
with the Twin Towers visible.

n

The brand ‘Vimal’ got its name
from the eldest nephew of
Dhirubhai Ambani.

What has been your greatest
motivation in life?
As an equity analyst, I help in
identification of right sectors and
companies for investments. The ability to
decipher the complexity of the financial
markets and knowing the right
investment opportunities keeps me
going. I feel extremely motivated to
become a top professional in my field by
further strengthening my knowledge and
expertise when my predictions/
projections fall in line.
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V Hariharan,

CFA

Group Head, NESTO Group of
Companies, Chennai

TEAM- T
ogether Everyone
Together
Achieves More

Tell us something about yourself and
your family.
I am a chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)
with 15 years of work experience in
banking/financial services/automobile/
oil industry. I made a platform for ING
Vysya Bank to set up the Wealth
The Charter

Management Division in 2002 from
scratch, as a team. Under my leadership,
we built an AUM of 120 crores (as on
March 2009) in Mutual Funds and other
wealth management products. During
the tenure, we made wonders and
history in mutual fund industry by

attracting big Investments. I am married
and have two kids.

What have been your greatest
accomplishments?
I moved from the Automobile industry to
Banking and Financial services industry.
December 2009  6

Setting up the platform for Wealth Management in ING Vysya
Bank for Tamilnadu and Chennai was the biggest challenge and
accomplishment in my career.

What is success according to you?
Success is a journey and not a destination. Being passionate
about anything and everything is success to me.

Can you share with us your mantra for success?
I believe in TEAM- Together Everyone Achieves More. When I
look back, I have a great sense of satisfaction and it gives me
confidence in my future being more successful.

How do you balance work and Family?
Honestly, I am not doing it. Nevertheless, I am trying to spend
more time with my family on Sundays preferably.

What are your hobbies and leisure pursuits?
I am a voracious reader and an avid fan of Tamil music and
songs. I am fond of catching up with my friends and colleagues at
the Marina beach occasionally.

How has the CFA qualification helped you in enhancing
your career?
Understanding the Nitty-gritty of finance through CFA has
enriched my skills that I could apply in my work. It gave me a lot
of confidence in launching various wealth management
products during my tenure with ING Vysya Bank.

Your advice to fellow CFA’s embarking upon their
career in the financial sector.
Learn with passion and scale up your career!

Share an unforgettable experience with us.
I struck a deal for my company and that too for a high value
investment to the tune of Rs. 1000 crores! My efforts that went
into this deal including my sales presentations to the client made
me ecstatic. The fact that I could win this client and this huge
investment despite the cut throat competition delighted me no
end. This is one experience I will cherish for the rest of my life.

What has been your greatest motivation in life?
Warren Buffet is inspiring for me ever and I have been motivated
by his books and stock market approach

Phantom fat – Lost body fat that is still perceived by a
person who used to be overweight.
Carrotmob – An event where people support an
environmentally-friendly store by gathering en masse to
purchase the store’s products.
Fume date – The date on which a company runs out or
is expected to run out of cash
Memory glasses – Eyeglasses that include a small video
camera attached to a wearable computer that has been
programmed to recognize certain faces and objects and
then tell the user (such as an Alzheimer’s sufferer) what
they are seeing.
Wasband – A woman’s ex-husband.
Sonify – To use sound to help interpret scientific data; to
add sound effects or music to enhance the experience of
something, such as a Web site.
Digital Nomad – A person who uses technology,
particularly wireless networking, to work without
requiring an office or other fixed address
Put pocketing – Putting an object into a person’s pocket
without that person knowing it.
Mumble core – An independent film genre
characterized by low-budget production values,
unknown actors, and a constant stream of low-key, semiimprovised dialogue.
De-Scottishify – To rebrand a product or company to
play down or remove its Scottish connotations.
Put skin in the game – To take an active interest in a
company or undertaking by making a significant
investment or financial commitment
Bully offer – An aggressively high offer for a house,
particularly one made before the official date that offers
are to be accepted.
Peep culture – A culture in which many people write
about or display — and other people to take pleasure in
reading or watching — the minutiae of their daily lives.
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Debapi Dutta,

CFA

Deputy General Manager – Finance
GKW Limited
Kolkata

Echoing the dictum
Shraddha and “Saburi”

The Charter
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Tell us something about yourself and
your family.
Currently, I am working as Deputy
General Manager (Finance) with GKW
Limited (erstwhile Guest Keen Williams
Limited) at its Head Office, Kolkata. I
have garnered a total 12 years of
industry experience in the area of finance
and accounts. I have a family of two,
myself and my wife, who is a
homemaker.
I quintessentially belong to a serviceoriented family and have been born and
brought up in Kolkata.

What have been your greatest
accomplishments?
“ Accomplishment” is more like a
perspective painting – the way you look
at it. There may be accomplishments at
the micro level in social life / professional
life but there is still a lot to achieve at the
macro level.

What is success according to you?
It is like viewing yourself in front of the
mirror. It is more like reflection of
self-attainment,
self–
assessment coupled with
your personality, which, in
a way, matches with your
ideological parameters
which you have set in
your mind-frame.

Can you share
with us your
mantra for
success?
One has to be
enduring and a
good listener.
Echoing
the
dictum of Lord
Shirdi Sai baba – “
Shraddha “ and “
Saburi”, I can only

reiterate – give thy respect and patience
and you will realize that you will rise
above all adversities.
Choose the right path and tread along
and do not look back.

How do you balance work and
Family?
It is all about allocation of “right” time
and mutual understanding amongst your
family members. Having said that, it is
also about adjustment and adaptation.

What are your hobbies and leisure
pursuits?
Reading as many books / newspapers/
journals as I can, listening to old classics
(both Indian and western), painting,
playing the piano, and hanging around
with my wife in my leisure time.

How has the CFA qualification
helped in enhancing your career?
CFA is all about studying the core areas
of finance, I felt this from the very outset
that it is a bit different from general
finance like accountancy, auditing,
taxation, etc., though they form an
integral part of core finance. Analyzing
financial statements like Balance sheet
and Profit and loss account of any
company and commenting on its
profitability, liquidity, leverage, gearing,
etc., is more like understanding the
engine of a vehicle.
CFA has conferred that strength on me.
Though I am not involved in core finance
in my work place but through this
strength, I am able to digest an extra slice
in my finance “cake”.
At a personal level, CFA has also helped
me in investing in securities (short -term
and long-term) by studying the financial
statements inter-alia fundamental and
technical parameters.

Your advice to fellow CFA’s
embarking upon careers in the
financial sector.
Tenacity, sincerity, honest effort and love
for your work will always be the key to
your success. Please do not be errant,
restless and get carried away. Instead, be
tolerant and dynamic. Do not accept
things at face value. Instead, judge
matters in a rationale manner.

Share an unforgettable experience
with us.
It happened when I was taken to my new
school (Calcutta Boys’ School at
Kolkata) in 1974 by my father. Mr.
Clifford Hicks, the then principal of the
School, showed up and took me on his
lap and asked me to read out a poem
from a particular book. Though I was not
in a position to think what exactly was
going on, I read out the same. After
listening to my recitation, he smiled and
told my father that I would be admitted
directly to class III, and not in class II.
Later on, when I grew up in the said
school, I heard lot of loveable and not so
loveable stories about Mr. Hicks but I still
adore and cherish the fact that he took
my interview in such graceful style and
appreciated my performance by giving
me a double promotion.

What has been your greatest
motivation in life?
Sermons and teachings delivered by
Shirdi Sai Baba in “ Sai satcharit and “
Swami, Thakur Ramkrishnadev in “
Ramkrishna kathamrita “ have always
been my greatest motivation and
influence in my life. Meditate whenever
you feel depressed and are upset.
Never let this “Life” be infected with
disease of frustration, grief, melancholy
feelings, provocation and any other
setbacks.
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INTERVIEW
a feeling of accomplishment and that’s
what I term as success. Even if I would
not have considered myself an expert in
handling them before taking them up, but
after doing so, did not give up and came
out as a winner, Stronger and more
mature.
Examples- In Career / Profession
• I published a book with McGraw Hill
on software testing when I was
myself new in the testing field and
there were not many books in testing
area in India.
• I multiplied my portfolio of test
services from 30 to 300 to 3000+
every 2 years in the last 4 years.
• Today, I lead a financial services IT
delivery for a European client in a
new model that is innovative for IBM
and the client.

Renu Rajani,

CFA

General Manager - IBM Global Services, India
Bangalore

Follow your Guts!
Tell us something about yourself and
your family….

background with spiritual interests.

My husband, Dr Sanjeev Gupta, is a
Professor in Chemical Engineering and
we live in nice green campus of Indian
Institute of Science, Bangalore, and we
have three bright children - Shalini (14),
Nikita (10), and Virag (6). We are from
north India. Both my husband and I
come from middle class business family

What have been your greatest
accomplishments?

The Charter

My greatest accomplishments have been
areas I took up when they came in front
of me, without my actively seeking them,
and deciding to actively pursue them and
put in my best. When I felt I made a
difference to the situation, I experienced

• Way back in 1996, I surveyed supply
chain practices in Indian industry and
compared
these
to global
benchmarks to help set up a new
supply chain consulting practice for
KPMG Consulting). Each time the
challenge taken up was not based on
what I already knew, but how I
handled the situation to come out
successful.
In my personal life (years ago, finding my
partner on my own despite resistance
from family), being quite young myself,
taking responsibility to get my youngest
sister married. And today being able to
balance my work-life and be considered
a successful women leader in IBM.

What is success according to you?
Success, according to me, is different for
different people. It is about getting a
feeling of accomplishment about goals
that one sets as priority for oneself. Since
people have different priorities about
December 2009  10

what they want to accomplish, success
cannot be same for two different people.
So I find myself successful when I am able
to feel at the end of day that I contributed
my skills and made a difference to my
people, my clients, my family, and people
around me. In today’s competitive
world, people often take a short-term
and more materialistic view of success,
which one needs to avoid for long-term
satisfaction and sustenance. Success
should have a more balanced view on
how one fares in education, career,
family, spiritual and other pursuits and
the overall difference one is able to make.

Can you share with us your mantra
for success?
Follow your Guts! Also, our world is fast
changing. Old-time notions of career
may be outdated. Have an open mind
and be willing to take on fresh challenges
that come your way. Often, people
continuously lament about what they
don’t have in their careers, rather than
making the best of situations they are in.
I believe in the latter.

How do you balance work and
Family life?
One needs to learn to separate the
important from the urgent. While both
need attention, priorities need to be set
and time management is very significant.
Families too are important and need
time. Also in the profession, we need to
know expectations from our role, have
role clarity, and build good teams and
work as a team to achieve objectives.
Finally, only if we are self-motivated we
can be high performing. Like a car
battery charges itself, our minds deliver
better results when we are motivated. So
a simple rule is you should enjoy what
you are doing - applies to everything whether spending time at home with the

kids, in the kitchen, or at work - with
your colleagues, reporters, managers, or
clients.

What are your hobbies and leisure
pursuits?
I like to cook, travel, drive around, and
maintain my garden. I like to meditate,
read spiritual literature and listen to
bhajans.

How has the CFA qualification
helped in enhancing your career?
Thanks to CFA qualification, I have a
pretty good understanding of how
money runs and rules the world - from
macroeconomic
factors
to
microeconomics, to stock markets, to
personal investing and taxation. In my
consulting and IT career, I indirectly
reaped benefits just because I
understood numbers and financials
easily. Now, I am leading a delivery team
for a banking and financial market
European client and just coming from
CFA background gives me confidence,
that I am in my familiar territory and
not dealing with strange areas.

Your advice to fellow CFA’s
embarking upon careers in the
financial sector
Do not just look at day-to-day short term
and immediate interests alone. Having a
long-term view is very important,
whether it is regarding investing or
careers or networks/relationships. Your
time or effort investment would certainly
pay off in the long-term. Also, markets are
very dynamic. Don’t hold old notions
about careers. Be flexible and take on
challenges you come across. You would
only learn. Even if you were not successful,
learnings would lead to success.

Share an unforgettable experience
with us.

Well, time makes us forget things. But
situations where we make a mark or
situations when someone left a mark in
our lives stand out as unforgettable. I
remember post- WTC collapse, walking
out of a US-based start-up I had set up in
India. I joined another startup as a senior
leader, only to figure out that my role
changed within 3 months of joining. I had
the option to look for another job in my
defined career, or to be flexible and make
a career in new defined area. I saw an
opportunity in what was a new role in
front of me and decided to put in my very
best. I figure today that my last 8 years of
career is thanks to my handling that
event in my career successfully.

What has been your greatest
motivation in life?
Nature motivates me. I like to be in
serene surroundings and find that my
mind works best if I have taken sufficient
time to be with myself and with nature.
My favorite nature spots are my home
(Indian Institute of Science Campus),
Grand Canyon, and Niagara Falls. I have
been lucky to have visited great places in
the world, and make the best of my
travels.
Women leaders motivate me. I see
women leaders in all walks of life, not just
business. I have tremendous respect for
the ability of women folk (my mother-inlaw certainly stands first in that list for
me) to multi-task, and handle situations
effectively.
My family motivates me. I have had stints
of studies and work away from family and
have experienced the pull. When away
from family (on travels) I put in best to be
able to complete my work and look
forward to be back with family. When
with family, I find the best environment for
me to put in the best in my work.
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AHMEDABAD

P Bala Bhaskaran, CFA
Director, IBS Ahmedabad

International FFinance
inance –
Emerging Challenges

T

he Ahmedabad CFA Association
organized an alumni Seminar on
“International Finance – Emerging
Challenges”. Prof. P Bala Bhaskaran, CFA,
Director, IBS Ahmedabad was invited to
speak on the subject. He brought out that
International Finance includes the
dynamics of exchange rates, foreign
investment and how these affect
international trade. It also includes the
study of futures, options and currency
swaps. Together with international trade
theory, international finance is also a
branch of international economics.
The Charter

Analysis of international projects, overseas
investments, cross border capital flows,
trade deficits, currency swaps and global
financial markets are some of its key areas
of study. Individual investors usually focus
on that part of international finance that
deals with global futures and options and
the forex market.
There are various global bodies regulating
different aspects of international finance.
These include: IFC, IMF, WTO, World
Bank.
International finance promotes the

integration of economies, facilitating the
easy flow of capital. The free transfer of
funds would eventually result in more
equality among countries that are a part of
the global financial system.
The areas covered in the seminar were:
• New risks and challenges in
international finance
• Establishing a sound international
financial system
• Building efficient and sound financial
markets
December 2009  12

AHMEDABAD

Milind Patil
Senior Software Technician
Reliable Software Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Ahmedabad

Viral Chopra, CFA
Senior Research Executive
Reliable Software Systems Pvt. Ltd
Ahmedabad

Technical Analysis
Software Systems
Pvt. Ltd and Milind
Patil,
Senior
S o f t w a r e
Te c h n i c i a n ,
Reliable Software
Systems Pvt. Ltd.
were invited to
speak on the
subject.

T

he Ahmedabad CFA Association
organized an alumni Seminar on
“Technical Analysis”. Viral Chopra, CFA
Senior Research Executive, Reliable

Technical Analysis
is a very important
subject
for
professionals who want to build a career
in wealth management industry. As
fundamentals are long term drivers of the
prices, technical analysis make it

possible to make a right entry towards
the goal. The major difference comes
to practice when though you have
found out a well shaping company
based on fundamentals, but market is
not showing interest in your decision.
Technical help us to understand mass
psychology, which is ultimate decider
of the market. There are good
software’s like falcon, which provides
with all-important tools an analyst
would need to carry out price - volume
analysis. Falcon helps you to view
price charts, indicator and oscillator
values, mathematical queries, events
and summaries, which are sufficient
enough to support a good trading
decision.
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BANGALORE

Gopal K.S, CFA
Associate Vice President (Compliance)
ING Vysya Bank Ltd.
Bangalore

Risk Management through
Derivatives

The Charter
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CHENNAI

V Hariharan, CFA
Group Head
NESTO Group of Companies

Investment Strategies in
Volatile Markets

T

he Chennai CFA Association
organized an alumni Seminar on
“Investment Strategy in a Volatile
Market”. Mr. V Hariharan, CFA, Group
Head of NESTO Group of Companies
was invited to speak on the subject.
Mr. V Hariharan, stated that the stock
market volatility has drastically
increased in recent days and economies
are currently passing through a turbulent
period, as reflected in all financial
markets and asset classes. The global
economic slowdown, the US real estate
decline, the credit crisis and the recent
reversal in the resources trend are all
creating a great deal of turbulence and
worry in the capital markets. Financial
institutions and other companies around
the world have been affected by
volatility in the share and property
markets.
He explained the potential influence of

changing volatility in stock market prices
on the level of stock market prices with
the help of charts and graphs during the
session. These graphs demonstrated
that volatility is only weakly serially
correlated, implying that shocks to
volatility do not persist. These shocks
can, therefore, have only a small impact
on stock market prices, since changes in
volatility affect expected, required rates
of return for relatively short intervals.
Thus, the US financial crisis reveals that
stock price volatility can undermine
financial as well as real sector stability.
The study of volatility is, therefore,
imperative in an emerging market nation
like India. He presented a chart that
examined the behavior of time varying
stock return volatility in India. Using SP
CNX Nifty based daily stock returns for
a period from 2000 to August 2009 in
various models, the study concludes the

persistence of stock return volatility and
its asymmetric effect, suggesting Asset
allocation, Diversification and Financial
planning are the ideal investment
strategies at all times or any given
market.
He also felt that the great majority of
investors making money require a plan,
self-discipline, and desire. He also
mentioned “what we need is more
important than available in the world”
and also reiterated that “The future is
only the past again”. He concluded the
session saying, “If we could stick on to
the basics, understanding the nittygritties of the asset class and behavior, I
am sure that the volatility/crisis is an
opportunity to make good money”.
The evening session was followed by
question and answer, which reflected the
participants’ interest in the topic.
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NEW DELHI

Rajesh Singh, CFA
Manager – Investment Research,
Evalueserve.com Pvt. Ltd.

The Charter
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T

he New Delhi CFA Association
organized an alumni Seminar on
“Private Equity: Eclipsing Public Capital
Markets”. The speaker was Mr. Rajesh
Singh, CFA, Manager – Investment
Research from Evalueserve.com Pvt.
Ltd.
Mr. Rajesh Singh mentioned that private
equity, the current name of leveraged
buyout, is fast emerging as an
“alternative” asset class for investors
across the globe. With rising global
liquidity and increasing investor interest
in “alternative” asset classes that offer
higher returns than the public equity

market, inflows to the private equity
market have exploded. In the US, the
most important providers of capital to
the private equity are: pension funds,
insurance companies and wealthy
investors. The players focus on longterm performance, by using high debt
levels to achieve tough financial targets
and taking long-term investment
horizons that allow root and branch
restructuring. As the pace of buyout
deals has intensified, private equity is
making public companies to rethink their
strategy towards long-term sustenance
and growth. In the years to come, the

Private Equity:
Eclipsing Public
Capital Markets

evidence suggests that private
equity firms will mature,
consolidate and diversify their
investments, amplifying their
influence on the global capital
market. In 2008, private equity
funds under management
totaled $2.5 trillion at the end of 2008.
By 2015, it is expected that funds under
management will increase to over $3.5
trillion dollars.
The roots of the private equity can be
traced back to 1980s, when the LBO
industry came to prominence after the
creation of high-yield “junk bonds”. For
example, the industry used this highyield “junk bonds” to finance huge
takeovers including RJR Nabisco by
Kohlberg Kravis Robert & Co. (the
famous KKR) for $31.4 billion in 1988,
perhaps the largest buyout of the era.
The term private equity refers to three

groups: venture funds, LBO, and other
private investment funds. VCs helps in
early stage expansion and financing to the
start-ups. LBO helps in the funding bigticket acquisitions, whereas private
investment funds invest in specific
industries such as real estate, KPOs, etc.
As such, private equity funds are
partnerships formed to acquire large
(often controlling) stakes in growing,
undervalued or under-performing
businesses. Outside investors, including
public employees and private pension
funds ( often called limited partners),
generally contribute 90 to 98% of the
equity capital used to acquire the
businesses. The sponsor of the fund
(often called general partner) provides
the remaining 3 to 10% of the fund
capital. In addition to any actual cash
capital, it invests in the fund, the general
partner typically receives equity interest
in the future profits of the fund. This

equity interest, which is known as the
“carried interest,” is provided in
recognition of the substantial, material,
hands-on, work of the GP in structuring
and directing the investments of the fund.
The carried interest provides the general
partner with upside potential similar to
the potential afforded to the limited
partners, and helps to align the general
partner’s interests with the limited
partners. If the fund does well, the
general partners share the gains; if the
fund does poorly, the general partners
may receive nothing.
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HYDERABAD

MG Vasanth Kumar
Training Manager, Icfai University

Collaborative Intelligence at work

T

he Hyderabad CFA Association
organized an alumni Seminar on
“Collaborative Intelligence at work”. Mr.
MG Vasanth Kumar, Training Manager,
ICFAI University was invited to speak on
the subject.
Mr. Vasant Kumar brought out that
collaborative intelligence decentralizes
knowledge and may attenuate some
common blind spots. It is an easy, fast
and effective way of building a
knowledge-based community as part of
an organization-wide plan to manage
knowledge. It crosses internal
The Charter

organizational boundaries and brings
together experts who share common
knowledge but do not belong to the
same organizational units. It reduces the
power of specific ‘indispensable
individuals’, by pooling knowledge and
documenting it. This may reduce the
barriers for occupational mobility and
increase flexibility in the process of
hiring.
It is achieved by amassing fairly small
contributions by many participants. A
small effort by many generates unique
sources of knowledge, not available within

the organization. The cost/effort of
participation is low and the benefit is high
to the individual and to the organization. It
is a platform that allows managers and
other employees who are not necessarily
known by many in their organization to
share their expertise and get respect for it.
Collaborative Intelligence is empowering!
It can also be used to open the
organization to external sources of
knowledge and innovation, for example,
one can think of joint projects for
companies and their suppliers or
customers.
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PUNE

Financial Derivatives: Risk
Management tools
Ramesh Havele, CFA
Chairman & MD,
Dhanada Portfolio Management Ltd

T

he Pune CFA Association organized an alumni Seminar on
"Financial Derivatives: Risk Management tools". Mr. Ramesh
Havele, CFA, Chairman & MD of Dhanada Portfolio Management
Ltd delivered the keynote address.
Mr Havele mentioned that in the last three decades, derivatives have
become increasingly important in the world of finance. Futures and
options are now traded actively on many exchanges throughout the
world. The losses in the recent Global Meltdown should not be viewed
as an indictment of the entire derivative industry. The derivatives
market is a vast multitrillion-dollar market that by most measures has
been outstandingly successful and served the needs of its users well. The
benefits of derivatives flow from their liquidity, convenience and
leverage. These same characteristics make derivates attractive to
rogue traders and aggressive investors seeking high returns through
high-risk strategies. The complexity of derivative market makes it
difficult for various stakeholders to fully understand the strategies being
used.
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CFA Association Executive
Committee Meetings
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Financial Analyst Training Program
The Financial Analyst Training Program,
batch VII, that commenced in July 2009,
concluded on 30th Sep 2009. The series
of batches since the last one and a half
year is being organized with Cygnus
Business Consulting and Research as the
Training Partners. The number of
participants in this seventh batch was 29
CFAs from various parts of the country.
Other than the training modules based
on EIC framework, the participants
undergo a number of sessions on
personality development that includes
grooming, being able to face interviews
successfully and build successful careers.
A Photo shoot was also conducted for
printing in the brochures in the near
future along with their feedback. In the
last week of the program, the
participants, training staff and

coordinators
w e r e
invited for a
farewell
party.
The CFAs
who have
undergone
internship in
F AT P-V I I
got
job
offers from
companies
l i k e
Genpact, Transparent Value, Resolve
Consultants, and MIAC Analytics. The
students stated that the internship
program has benefited them in the areas
like soft skills, communication skills,
analytical skills, presentation skills and

research methodology, and in
understanding the important linkages in the
economy. According to them, the most
impressive parts of the training are: the
research, group discussion, industry
analysis, reports, company projections etc.

A few comments from the CFAs of the VII batch about the program
FATP Internship program helped me become more
employable by nurturing all aspects of my personality. It helped
me in developing report writing skills and research and
analytical skills. Daily newspaper reading sessions helped me
become more knowledgeable and informed about the current
affairs in the economy. Various exercises like extempore, group
discussions, presentations and mock interviews helped me
become more confident and presentable. Tips on resume‘
writing were quite helpful in developing a good marketing tool
for me. Placements efforts done by placement team are always
respected and it helped some of us to get placed and others got
exposure of the corporate world and the hands on experience
of various stages of employment process like presentations,
online tests and interviews. I am thankful to them as I got
placement in Resolve Consultants and now I am more confident
to move further and achieve my goal in life.
Ipvinder Kaur, CFA
New Delhi
Overall it was a good learning experience in Cygnus. The
program helped me to understand Indian economy, industry
and company analysis. It was great to have good faculty for EIC
framework. Also, the lectures delivered on valuation were very

informative. FATP program also helped me to improve my
writing skills. Soft skill training helped me a lot in improving my
communication skills and speech delivery. It helped me in facing
interview, arranged by Cygnus, and getting my first job at
Resolve Consultants. Placement assistance was excellent. The
number of soft skills classes should be increased.
Nitin Sharma, CFA
New Delhi
FATP internship program has been an enriching experience. It
has prepared me before hand with the requisites and hardships
of a job that one might come across in future. The in- depth
training of equity research and valuation has helped me a lot in
my career. The faculty has been encouraging throughout. Soft
skill classes have been a great help personally and
professionally. It boosted my confidence and zeal to perform in
a better way. The mock interviews and news discussions were
of great help for facing interviews for the job.
Varchasvi Verma, CFA
Mumbai
The next FATP batch will commence on January 05, 2010. For
details please log on. To the website www.cygnusindia.com or
www.thefinancialanalyst.org
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Special Issue

Introduction
He is a corporate trainer in the areas of
Finance and has trained employees of
premium corporates of Indian and
overseas origin.
He is also a visiting Professor to premier
institutes like, IBS, FMS, IMT, Icfai
University, EMPI, SRIM, IAMR, JIM
Noida, JIMS, AIMT, BIFM, INFLUX, etc.,
teaching subjects like, Financial
Management, Security Analysis, Portfolio
Management, International Financial
Management, Risk Management,
Financial Services, Investment Banking,
Management of Financial Institutions,
Treasury Management and Forex
Management.
He believes that knowledge is like light;
which cannot be anybody’s property
and for the betterment of society, it
should be spread as much as possible.
The author has a passion for teaching
and believes that ‘a good teacher is a
bridge that enables the students to attain
their potential
Here, we have Rishi Mehra speaking to
the Charter

When and how did the idea to
publish this book originate? What
has been your motivation?
In last 6 years, I found students and

scholars
carry
an
impression that Finance,
as an area is too technical
and difficult, which, in
reality, is not so. The
subject has been made
complicated by the
existing writers.
I thought I should write
books in the areas of
Finance, which would
simplify the concepts and
make it more meaningful
to the readers. Financial
Management, being the
foundation of finance, had
to
be
the
first
contribution.

On the Occasion of the launch of the
book “ Financial Management”
authored by Mr. Rishi Mehra, CFA, CEO,
Corporate partners, New Delhi

Mr. Anurag Bhatnagar, CFA, and Mr. Rishi
Mehra CFA, displaying Mr. Mehra’s newly
launched book in New Delhi.

My motivation has been
the desire to bridge the
gaps and correct the
lacunae in our current system.

What challenges have you faced in
writing this book?
The challenges were the prejudices and
pre-conceived notions of publishers,
institutes and faculty members, who
thought simplifying the concepts and
making it so easy it would not make the
book acceptable to the market.
Despite of all these feedbacks, I was
determined to get a book in the market,
which would talk about finance in the
easiest, and yet detailed, fashion.

Your book says,” Money is Funny.”
Could you explain this?
‘Money is Funny’, has been said in the
context that money always comes with a
set of problems like:
‘When we don’t have money, the
problem is; from where to get it’, and
‘When we have money, the problem is
where to invest it’.

The Charter

You have been dealing with young
people for a long time. How
different is the current generation?
The current generation is very energetic
and dynamic and, at the same time,
misguided. I believe our system has
turned out to be more result oriented,
rather than process oriented. The
young generation is more
interested
in
clearing
examinations, instead of
understanding
the
concepts. As a result,
they find a lot of
difficulty surviving in
the real world.
In order to fill this gap
in the theoretical and
practical world, we, at
Corporate Partners, are also
running an exclusive and exhaustive
Internship program for CFAs and MBA
(Finance) students.

Your advice to fellow CFAs
embarking upon their careers.
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My only advice to my fellow CFAs on the
way to their career is that every
organization looks forward to have
assets, if you are valuable, you would
always be in demand as a treasured
asset.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE BOOK
Short, crisp and simplified theory with
every concept supported by solved
illustration, along with its interpretations.

basics to advanced concepts.
Every section starts with a nutshell
which gives a brief understanding of the
chapters.

Biz
Quiz

More than 300 MCQ’s supported with
demonstrative numericals which helps in
understanding all the concepts.

Introduces 1 0 Principles of Financial
Management

Apart from MCQs and Solved
Numericals, more than ‘100 Unsolved
Numericals’ and ‘Real-Time Cases’ are
given for a better understanding of the
concepts.

Systematic placement of chapters,
which would help the reader
understanding the subject from the

Application of ‘Excel’ as a powerful tool
for financial management is highlighted
with the relevant functions.

Biz Quiz:
1. Which company's first product
was the 200A audio oscillator
used to test sound equipment?
2. Which is the first Indian
company to develop software at
Microsoft's labs?
3. What was the name of the
bicycle project that G.D. Birla's
elder brother, Rameswar Das
Birla, set up?
4. Where was the Godrej logo
originally derived from?
5. Which company introduced the
first 'noiseless' typewriter?

Rishi Mehra,
MBA, CTM, LIFA (UK)

CFA

6. Which was the first Unilever
product to come to India in
1888?
7. What is an Arm's Length price?
8. In the US securities market, what
kind of security is a fallen angel?
9. Who is often regarded as the
adopted fifth son of Mahatma
Gandhi?
10. What is sweat equity?
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Book Reviews

On the Same Boat, Brother
categories have a
specific status of their
own,
but
each
individual has come to
occupy that from
widely varying social
background. There is a
remarried widow who
was rescued from Sati
by
her
present
husband, both now on
the run to escape
honor killing; an
orphaned French girl
of Indian upbringing,
disguised as a coolie;
the French girl’s foster
brother, a lowly sailor;
the second mate, now
considered white but
actually the son of a
black freedwoman

from her white master;
the religiously inclined
overseer who believes
that the second mate is
Shortlisted for Man Booker Prize 2008 the reincarnation of
Lord Krishna; a
bankrupt zemindar
convicted for forgery, and his cell-mate, a
he Sea of Poppies by Amitav Ghosh
Chinese felon, fathered illegitimately by
is the story of a diverse band of
an Indian businessman.
people, literally and metaphorically on
Set in the 19th century run up to the
the same boat Ibis, in a voyage rife with
Anglo–Chinese
Opium War, the novel is
uncertainty. “From now on, and forever
a
gripping
tale
of
rural feudalism, colonial
afterwards, we will all be ship-siblings –
jahaz-bhais and jahaz-bahens – to each exploitation and international hegemony,
other ” declares one among the as much as it is a fine depiction of feelings
indentured laborers, the principal cargo and emotions of human bondage. The
of the ship. Others on board are the ship narration is carried on a platform of hard
merchant’s overseer, two life convicts on facts which is well-researched, as with
transportation, the security guards and all of Ghosh’s works, and would surely in
their supervisor, and, of course, the time become a reference material itself.
It is also punctuated by dialogues in a
ship’s hands and its officers.
seamless variety of languages and
In the regimented life under sails, these
dialects. Particularly touching are

T
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snatches of Bhojpuri songs about which
it has been said: “... of all the tongues
spoken between the Ganges and the
Indus, there was none that was its equal
in the expression of nuances of love,
longing, and separation – of the plight of
those who leave and those who stay at
home.”
At the baseline runs the commentary on
how opium, which is produced from the
cultivation of poppy, could devastate
individuals and entire agrarian societies
for the benefit of the colonizer. In making
this happen, the colonizer is determined
to invoke everything, God included.
Speaking of the impending war with
China, the ship merchant says: “The
war, when it comes, will not be for
opium. It will be for a principle: for
freedom – for the freedom of trade and
for the freedom of the Chinese people.
Free trade is a right conferred on Man by
God, and its principles apply as much to
opium as to any other article of trade.
More so perhaps, since in its absence
many millions of natives would be denied
the lasting advantages of British
influence.” The response of the ship’s
captain to this line of argument is
poignant: “We are no different from the
Pharaohs or the Mongols: the difference
is only that when we kill people we feel
compelled to pretend that it is for some
higher cause. It is this pretense of virtue
… that will never be forgiven by history.”
Whether history has forgiven or not, it
has certainly been repeating itself: in
Vietnam, in Iraq, in Afghanistan.
Sea of Poppies is one of those rare novels
on finishing which the reader has both,
the satisfaction of fullness as well as
yearning for more. The subsequent
installments of the Ibis trilogy are
therefore keenly awaited and together
they have the promise of becoming one
of the finest classic of modern literature.
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Power and Paranoia
The dictatorship and death of Zia ul-Haq
of Pakistan is neither too remote to be a
strain on memory nor too recent to be
unfit for comedy. This space has been
brilliantly utilized by Mohammad Hanif
in his debut novel A Case of Exploding
Mangoes. The facts in the public domain
are that on August 17, 1988 Zia, along
with several of his army generals and the
US Ambassador to Pakistan, boarded
Pak One, a C-130 Hercules aircraft,
which crashed soon after take-off killing
everybody on board, and that, the
reason for the crash remains unclear.
The circumstances of the crash had
enough ingredients for a never ending
mystery to be woven. Rumors doing the
rounds immediately following the
incident pointed fingers at all possible
directions, including ISI, RAW, KGB and
CIA. To that list, Hanif has made liberal
additions bringing in a blind woman, a
communist detainee, a crow,
tapeworms, and the main character,
who is a PAF cadet bent on avenging his
father’s death. Also included are crates
of mangoes loaded onto the aircraft just
before take off.
The characters in the novel are,
however, not allowed to develop in the
directions that could make the story a
mystery thriller. Perhaps that was not
the author’s intention either. It quickly
becomes evident that the target is humor
and satire, taking potshots at a variety of
objects, including the military
establishment and political theocracy.
As an alumnus of the PAF Academy, Hanif
can be expected to be writing with some
authority and some grievance. Military
medals are described as fruit salad. “He
got them because he was there. The
40th Independence Day medal. The
Squadron Anniversary medal … freebie
to Mecca and … a Haj Medal too.”
Political theocracy comes into focus

quite a few times.
Bending over to
undergoing a rectal
examination in his
office, Zia’s “head was
between two flags …
He looked at the Army
flag. Underneath the
crossed swords was
the famous slogan that
the Founder of the
Nation had given …
‘Faith.
Unity.
Discipline.’
Faith?
Which
faith?
…
Suddenly the slogan
seemed … too secular
… almost heretical …
This slogan, he told
himself, had to go. His
mind raced, searching
for words … Allah had
to be there. Jihad, very
important … He
couldn’t decide on a
third word but he
knew it would come.” Shortlisted
Then again, when all
was set for the mango
party aboard Pak One and someone
cited national security, Zia says “… let’s
suck the national security … It’s not a sin.
Did Allah ever forbid us from sucking
national security?”
Part of the story comes through the
narration of the main character Ali Shigri
and the rest in third person; and there is a
mix- up. In the prologue, while
describing the scene before boarding the
plane, Shigri says, “I know I am saluting a
bunch of dead men.” The use of plural
could have come in the third person
narration but not first person from Shigri
because he had planned to kill only Zia
and had no knowledge of other plot or
plots that could have caused the death of

for Man Booker Prize 2008
all around. Part of the prologue is
repeated verbatim in one of the last
chapters, but this time Shigri uses the
singular, saying: “I know I am saluting a
dead man …” Such things take nothing
away from the highly entertaining story
of a military dictator enjoying absolute
power and suffering absolute paranoia.
The novel is certainly of contemporary
relevance in the sense that, between its
publication and release, Benazir Bhutto,
whose father was hanged by Zia, was
assassinated; and, another military
dictator, Parvez Musharraf, had to
relinquish power.
Manas Chakravarty
Associate Dean, Icfai University
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V A C A T I O N

Neighbor's Envy… India's Pride

T

his seems to be like a familiar
caption
of
a
television
advertisement. But indeed I am referring
to our EARTH'S PARADISE, India's Pride
-"KASHMIR". The state of Jammu &
Kashmir, blessed by Gods , which is lying
in the lap of Himalayas.
Kashmir is a land where myriad holiday
ideas and dreams are realized. The
words in the dictionary are not enough
to explain the beauty of this place. It is
God's BEST creation. It is located at
altitude of 1730m above sea level.
Kashmir has many tourist attractions,
which include Mughal Gardens,

Cheshmashahi, Shalimar garden and
Nishat Graden, situated on the banks of
Dal Lake. The Shankaracharya temple
offers the most fascinating view of Dal
Lake and Srinagar. Tourist can
experience a different stay by opting to
stay at a boathouse. One can also enjoy
boating in a Shikhara across the Dal
Lake. For the people of Dal Lake, their
life revolves around the Lake. Their day
starts with it, also ends with the same.
They have a vegetable garden, a park
named after our ex Prime Minister,
Jawaharlal Nehru, and a mobile market
at Dal Lake. Shopping at the market on
Dal Lake is an unforgettable
experience.

The state has a rich culture.. They
people of the state have mastered
patronized their arts and crafts. The
shawls, carpets and many other crafts
are in great demand across the globe.
There are many other places around
Srinagar like Pahalgam that is the main
attraction for pilgrims as the yatra to the
Holy Shrine of Amarnath begins from
here. Gulmarg, which is around 60 kms
from Srinagar, offers spectacular scenic
beauty. Other attractions are: Sonmarg,
Leh/Ladak, and Kargil.
We are blessed with such a great
creation of God. It is very rightly called as
"Earth's Paradise", "India's Pride." It's our
duty to preserve the same and save
nature so that even our future generation
can enjoy the beauty of Kashmir. JAI
HIND.

Pushpanjali
G Gurumath, CF
A
CFA
Bengaluru
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Hello, I am a regular reader of “The Charter”
magazine. It is very interesting to read about the
CFAs and their achievements that is so inspiring
and motivating. Indeed, you all are doing a great
job by bringing CFAs together.
Keep up your Good Work!!!
V.Maruthi Rao
CFA, Bangalore
I have really enjoyed reading “The Charter”
magazine and feel it’s a great initiative to keep
abreast of what’s going on in the CFA community.
I would request the charter team to work on
current job openings which are published in the
magazine as they are not updated on the website.
It would be great if we can update the full details on
the website www.thefinancialanalyst.org
Jani Parag
CFA, Mumbai
I really appreciate the
initiative of bringing out The
Charter Magazine. It really
makes me feel good when I
read about the CFAs working
at a very senior level. I would
be very thankful if the seniors
could share any suitable
openings for CFAs in their
organizations.
Please look into it.
Best of Luck!!!
Ravi K Mehta
CFA, Mumbai
I have been regularly receiving your magazine
and appreciate your good job. The Charter
provides in-depth knowledge and information
about all facets of CFA alumni. My friends and I
thank you for this good magazine. Carry on with
this good work. May God Bless u!
Keep Going!
Shivprakash Vats
CFA, New Delhi
Firstly, kudos to the CFA association for getting all
the CFAs under less than one roof, by organizing
events frequently. This should help in better
networking amongst the members. As a part of the
feedback; I have listed out a few suggestions.
It would be good to include some features/ articles
The Charter

related to Finance/banking.
CFAs should engage in social causes and use this
magazine to highlight the same. I know it’s easier said
than done, but we are capable of this and much
more.
Venkatesh K
CFA, Chennai
The Charter is amazing. It contains all topics
related to finance. It is useful in imparting
information on various job openings.
I suggest that the magazine should include the
contact information of the companies. Overall, the
magazine is awesome.
Tejas Shah
CFA, Mumbai
The Charter is a fabulous
magazine. It gives detailed
information on current topics
for seminars and workshops
being organized in different
cities. It also gives knowledge of
job openings in various cities.
However, it would be more
interesting if it can feature more
photographs and some more
details of each FATP batch.
Paridhi Nahar
CFA, Indore
I am a regular reader of “The
Charter” Magazine and I like
the column called career moves
and ‘Ask Me’ in the magazine. It would be
appreciated if along with the job openings either an
email address or phone number could be provided
in the magazine so that candidates can easily apply
for the jobs.
In a nutshell, it is a good magazine to read and we
want more pages to be added to the magazine.
Birju Choksi
CFA, Ahmedabad
The Charter is quite informative, interesting and useful.
I like the sections ‘Career Moves’, ‘Quiz’ and ‘Ask Me’.
I would like to read more about the events and
seminars being organized by the CFA associations.
Anupam Sahani
CFA, Delhi
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Alumni flood relief fund
We thank all the donors for their kind gesture shown to the victims of floods that hit Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka a few
months back. These floods have affected hundreds of families and left them for days without food, shelter and clothing. We
have handed over the collection of this fund to an NGO working in Kurnool and Mehboob Nagar districts of Andhra Pradesh
and Raichur district of Karnataka actively working in the flood affected regions rehabilitating people and helping in thier
rehabilitation down in lives once again.

Alumni Donors
NAME

CITY

AMOUNT
in Rs.

MANISH BANSAL

Mumbai

2000

SHWETA LOHIA

Kolkata

1000

SRIVIDHYA KRISHNAMOORTHI

Chennai

1000

MANISH SAHLOT

Mumbai

1000

NEHA AGARWAL

Kolkata

501

PRANAY KUMAR

Hyderabad

500

KANDOI KHUSHBOO NANDKISHORE

Ahmedabad

1100

Bangalore

500

Raipur

500

RISHI MEHRA

New Delhi

500

ANURAG BHATNAGAR

New Delhi

500

Kolkata

500

Hyderabad

1000

MARUTHI RAO V
RAMESH L WADHWA

ANKIT KUMAR DEEWAN
SANJAY

Mr. Pranay Kumar, CFA , Chief Manager, Cygnus Business
Consulting and Research Pvt Ltd is seen handing over a
cheque of Rs. 10, 601/- to Mr. Ghiasuddin Babukhan,
Managing Trustee, Foundation for Economic and
Educational Development.
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Q: In the recent scenario, the banking
industry has reported a profit, though
not from its core business, but from
other income. Isn’t this hurting the core
business of banks? If so, what steps
banks are taking to revive the core
business?
Devesh Sharma, CFA, Delhi

Ask
Me

A: Yes, I agree that it is the core business
of banking on which banks should rely
and have their focus. But unfortunately, in
our country, laws are so complicated with lots of
loopholes, legal procedure is so cumbersome, that it
becomes not difficult but impossible to recover lent
money from defaulting borrowers. At the same time,
moral standards of our people has been at its low so they
also though are in a position to repay, considering legal
loopholes and knowing nothing is going to happen for
years if banks take legal action, intentionally they do not
pay. If business goes wrong and one cannot pay that is
understandable, but willful defaulters are more. This I am
saying from my own experience as an ex banker, as well as
head of NBFC.
All these are the reasons for bank officials not willing to
take risk of financing even genuine borrowers. Banks also
have lengthy procedures for financing (they call it
foolproof relying on lots of details and figures, etc., but, in
effect, all these can be made up and is mainly theory, in
practice it is the back ground of the borrowers and
character of borrowers’ family behind the business are
more important when question of recovery and
repayment comes.)
So, in short, unless and until our legal system is not
radically changed whereby not only willful defaulters are
punished in the shortest possible time, repossession of
assets is made possible smoothly, and also a system is
introduced whereby responsibility is fixed for careless
lending or corrupt lending and, most important of all,
political interference is made ZERO with Government
announcement that no LOAN MAAFI scheme shall be
introduced for vote politics and such schemes are made
illegal ab-initio, there is less hope for any improvement in
the present situation.
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However, we should also keep in mind
that considering huge funds at banks’
disposal, there should be large
borrowers willing to avail bank
finance. With greater awareness
amongst people about capital markets
compared to earlier times, it is now
easy for large and sound borrowers to
obtain funds through IPO private
placement and through number of
other instruments, (it is cheaper too)
large and good borrowers do not approach banks for
funds because of their cumbersome procedures
Bharat Dave, CFA
Managing Director
Stanrose Mafatal Investment Finance Ltd.
Ahmedabad
Q: Is preferential allotment the right tool for the
promoters to increase the stake? Does it align with the
corporate governance?
Isha Desai, CFA
Ahmedabad
A: Ans: My view is preferential allotment is one of the means
to raise the necessary capital
(Equity) to fund any project with positive NPV in quick and
cost effective manner. Viewed in this context, this approach
maximizes the shareholders’ wealth and accordingly, all the
shareholders reap the benefit of enhanced wealth. The
regulations of SEBI in this regard are to protect the interests
of the small investors and to ensure fairness; it has
prescribed methodology for arriving at allotment price for
preferential allotment, which is based on ruling market price
of existing shares on the stock exchange.
In view of above, the important fact to note is the utilization
of fund is what matters. If the utilization of the fund is not able
to generate positive NPV, then all shareholders, including
the ones entering through the preferential route, will be
worse off.
The process when carried out in a transparent manner
accompanied with disclosures meets with corporate
governance requirements.
As regards the promoters participating in the preferential
allotment, a view can be taken that the promoters, being
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insiders, may have a better view of the projects or the
markets could be irrationally valuing the shares of the
company and promoters could be convinced about the
feasibility of new investments. In these circumstances,
promoters could opt for the preferential allotment route.
The contrary view is that the promoters could utilize the
route to enhance their control over the company without
parting with payment of the premium, if any, required for the
same. In these circumstances, it could be a cheaper way of
acquiring control. The appropriate disclosures could
provide necessary safeguard in this regard.
J B Ram, CFA, Mumbai
Q: On TV channels, Analysts gives recommendations by
giving a small disclaimer that whether they are holding
the same share or not? In the beginning of January 2008,
most of the analysts were saying that the power sector is
undervalued and people should invest in it, mainly in
Reliance Power. But after 21st January, analysts were
blaming what they called as high gestation period for the
power sector and advised investors to ignore this sector
for some time. My question is how the fundamentals of a
company can change in few weeks? Or are the Analysts
misleading the investors? And if the letter is right, then
why is there no governing body for these analysts and
their predections. Are analyst calls reliable?
Nitin Sharma, CFA
New Delhi
• Any analyst call is essentially an opinion given at a point of
time. It could be a fundamental or technical opinion and
hence could be a trading opinion or an investment
opinion. The plethora of business channels has created
pressure on channels and analysts to try and microanalyze the markets, which can at times be
counterproductive. Having said that, I would like caution
that an Analyst view should be only taken as an input in
your decision process. For retail investors who are not
very familiar with the market, a more intelligent method
than punting in stocks would be to participate indirectly
through diversified equity mutual funds.
Specific case of Reliance Power and focus on power
sector.
• Please note that a good company is not a necessarily
good investment option. For instance, Hindustan Lever

and ITC are very strong companies fundamentally.
However, during the entire Bull Run from 2003 to 2007,
they were under-performers because they were richly
valued and the macro environment was not conducive for
FMCG. Regarding the specific IPOs, instead of just
listening to analysts on TV, customers are expected to
consult their financial advisors after going through key
aspects of the prospectus. Let me give you an example.
Reliance Power was supposed to create a capacity of
25000 MW of electricity in 7 years, subject to supply of
Gas from the KG basin. At the same time, NTPC already
had an existing capacity of 25,000 MW with the best
ROE in the industry and available at cheaper valuations.
The choice was quite clear. The moral of the story is that,
instead of relying entirely on the Analyst view, use that as
an input and do your own due diligence through the
secondary material and your advisor.
Regulation of Analysts
• Incidentally analysts are regulated today, at various
stages. Most reputed SEBI regulated brokerages insist
that analysts can only invest in shares, which are
consonant with their views. Also, no analyst can front run
a stock before the recommendation is given. Violation is a
culpable offence and also invites sacking. Secondly, the
disclaimer is just a statutory requirement, but typically a
frontline analyst has a reputation to keep up. The last
question is when to regulate? The issue is that equity
analysis, like credit rating, works best in normal market
conditions. In Black Swan conditions that we have had in
Jan 2008 and Sept 2008, no analyst anywhere in the
world can give an informed preview of the market.
Harihar T S, CFA
Senior Vice President - Client Strategies
ICICI Securities, Mumbai

ERRATA
In the October issue of The Charter, on the page No.12
the name of the Arpita Basu, CFA, Manager, HDFC
Bank Ltd. (Trade Finance), Kolkata,was erroneously
mentioned as Aprita Basu The error is regretted.
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Position

Company Name

Location

Chief Internal Auditor

Saudi Arabian Bank

Saudi Arabia

Chief Executive Officer,
Chief Executive Officer

Saurashtra Kutch Exchange Ltd

Rajkot

Chief Executive

Tayaltech Consultants

New Delhi

CFO

IDBI Gilts Ltd

Mumbai

Head - Finance Accounts

Elixir Web Solutions

Delhi

Manager / Assistant Manager - Reporting

Mancer Consulting Services Pvt. Ltd.

Delhi / NCR,
Gurgaon

SAP Fico Senior Consultants

IT Trailblazers Consulting Pvt. Ltd

Bengaluru/
Bangalore,
Gurgaon, Kolkata

Product Control-Manager, Senior Manager

Client of Ramsol Pvt. Ltd

Chennai

Accountant - CFA (Level 2) - Kuwait

Protech Engg Ind Pvt. Ltd

Agra, Kuwait

Faculty Positions

All India Management Association

New Delhi

Relationship Manager - Corporate Banking

HDFC Bank

Kolkata

Senior analyst Internal Control

Aanim Industries
(Headquartered in Kuwait)

Kuwait

Adonis Staff Services Pvt. Ltd

Chennai

SME-Branch Manager / Relationship
Manager for Mortgage and LAP

Client of Krest Recruitment Leading NBFC-MNC
(Banking) industry

Nagpur, Nasik,
Pune

Financial Analyst COE-Manager Specialist

Deloitte

Hyderabad

Manager - Finance Accounts

Suguna Poultry Farm Limited

Coimbatore

Assistant General Manager, Manager

IDBI Bank Ltd.

Mumbai

Credit Officers, Planning Officers/
Economists

Indian Bank

Chennai

Business Development Manager

Finance Insights

Mumbai

Sr. Manager / Head - MIS

Company in Uzbekistan (USSR)

Uzbekistan (USSR)

Project Controller

CMI FPE Ltd

Mumbai

Manager - Finance Accounts
(Finance Controller) for Indo-German JV

For more details on jobs, please log on to the website: wwww.thefinancialanalyst.org
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